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Abstract ID : 21

Data Acquisition for the New Muon g-2 Experiment
at Fermilab

Abstract
A new measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aµ ≡ (g − 2)/2, will
be performed at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. The most recent measurement,
performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory and completed in 2001, shows a 3.3-3.6
standard deviation discrepancy with the standard model value of g-2. The new measurement
will accumulate 20 times those statistics, measuring g-2 to 0.14 ppm and improving the
uncertainty by a factor of 4 over that of the previous measurement.
The data acquisition system for this experiment must have the ability to create deadtime-free
records from 700 µs muon spills at a raw data rate 18 GB per second. Data will be collected
using 1296 channels of µTCA-based 800 MSPS, 12 bit waveform digitizers and processed in
a layered array of networked commodity processors with 24 GPUs working in parallel to
perform a fast recording of the muon decays during the spill. The system will be controlled
using the MIDAS data acquisition software package. The described data acquisition system
is currently being constructed, and will be fully operational before the start of the experiment
in 2016.
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Abstract ID : 27

Optimizing the transport layer of the ALFA
framework for the Intel Xeon Phi co-processor

Abstract
ALFA is the common framework of the next generation software for ALICE and FAIR high
energy physics experiments. It supports both offline and online processing which includes
ALICE DAQ/HLT/Offline and the FairRoot project. The framework is designed based on a
data-flow model with message-oriented middleware (MOM) serving as a transport layer. By
using multiple data-flows concurrently it facilitates parallel processing which maps naturally
to emerging multi-core and many-core computing architectures.
With the introduction of the Intel Xeon Phi co-processor in the industry it is interesting
to investigate whether it can be used by ALFA to increase the processing efficiency. The
co-processor can be used in three main computing modes. These are offload in which portions
of code are accelerated on the device, native where the full program is executed on the device
and symmetric where complete tasks are executed on the device and the host processor. For
acceleration via offloading there are many competitive platforms such as GPUs and FPGAs.
Although Xeon Phi can be used as an accelerator, it is particularly interesting to investigate
the possibility of utilizing the co-processor in the symmetric mode of operation. Since it
is x86_64 compatible it is possible to port complete task processes to the device and take
advantage of the manycore architecture. It is also worth noting that the next generation of
the Xeon Phi codenamed Knights Landing (KNL) will be manufactured in a socket variant
as well. The research of using the co-processor as an independent node as opposed to just
an offload accelerator can serve as a preliminary study for the future KNL servers.
The software components ported to the device will be connected with the rest of the system
via the transport layer therefore there is strong motivation to optimize it for Xeon Phi. The
metrics against which it is optimized are throughput, latency and energy consumption,
with throughput being the primary target. The two core MOM technologies of choice for
ALFA are ZeroMQ and NanoMSG. The out-of-the box versions of these libraries use primarily
TCP as the transport protocol which is known to provide limited performance on Xeon Phi
in terms of data transfer throughput. In this effort these libraries are extended with support
for SCIF, the Xeon Phi native transport protocol over PCIe and additionally with the
Co-processor Communication Link (CCL), an RDMA technology used for efficient internode
communication. By introducing these extensions we will demonstrate improvements in the
data transfer performance by collecting performance monitoring results both in isolation
with micro-benchmarks and integrated in the ALFA framework with the respective transport
layer benchmark. A successful completion of the optimizations of the transport layer will
improve the performance of NanoMSG and ZeroMQ on Xeon Phi. This achievement will
potentially make this architecture a viable choice for certain use cases for ALFA which will
further enrich its heterogeneous computing capabilities.
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Abstract ID : 66

Kalman Filter Tracking on Parallel Architectures

Abstract
Power density constraints are limiting the performance improvements of modern CPUs. To
address this we have seen the introduction of lower-power, multi-core processors, but the
future will be even more exciting. In order to stay within the power density limits but still
obtain Moore’s Law performance/price gains, it will be necessary to parallelize algorithms to
exploit larger numbers of lightweight cores and specialized functions like large vector units.
Example technologies today include Intel’s Xeon Phi and GPGPUs.
Track finding and fitting is one of the most computationally challenging problems for event
reconstruction in particle physics. At the High Luminosity LHC, for example, this will be
by far the dominant problem. The need for greater parallelism has driven investigations of
very different track finding techniques including Cellular Automata or returning to Hough
Transform. The most common track finding techniques in use today are however those based
on the Kalman Filter. Significant experience has been accumulated with these techniques on
real tracking detector systems, both in the trigger and offline. They are known to provide
high physics performance, are robust and are exactly those being used today for the design
of the tracking system for HL-LHC.
Our previous investigations showed that, using optimized data structures, track fitting with
Kalman Filter can achieve large speedup both with Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi. We report here
our further progress towards an end-to-end track reconstruction algorithm fully exploiting
vectorization and parallelization techniques in a realistic simulation setup.
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Abstract ID : 69

COMPUTING STRATEGY OF THE AMS-02
EXPERIMENT

Abstract

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) is a high energy physics experiment installed and
operating on board of the International Space Station (ISS) from May 2011 and expected
to last through Year 2024 and beyond. The computing strategy of the AMS experiment is
discussed in the paper, including software design, data processing and modelling details,
simulation of the detector performance and overall computing organization.
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Abstract ID : 78

Parallelization and Computational Steering of the
Electron Avalanche Simulations

Abstract

Traditionally, the workflow of the simulation of the electron avalanches in a particle detector
is to prepare input, execute the simulation, and then visualize the results as a post-processing
step. Usually, these simulations are long running and computationally intensive. It is not
unusual for a simulation to keep running for several days or even weeks. If the experiment
leads to the conclusion that there is incorrect logic in the application, or input parameters
were wrong, then simulation has to be restarted with correct parameters. Furthermore, these
simulations are commonly run on the high performance supercomputer which is typically a
shared resource among several other researchers. The supercomputer maintains a queue of
researchers programs and executes them as time and priorities permit. If the simulation
produces incorrect results and there is a need to restart it with different parameters, it may
not be possible to restart it immediately. The simulation jobs have to wait in the queue until
they are given a chance to execute again. It prolongs the scientific discovery process and
hence reduces the researchers’ productivity. In this presentation, we will describe the work
done to address these problems with the help of parallelization and computational steering
of the simulations. With the computational steering, the progress of the simulations can be
monitored whenever the user wishes while it is running. In addition, the simulation can be
restarted immediately on the fly with different parameters without requiring to resubmit
the job on the supercomputer.
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Abstract ID : 87

Fast TPC online tracking on GPUs and
asynchronous data-processing in the ALICE HLT to

enable online calibration

Abstract
ALICE (A Large Heavy Ion Experiment) is one of the four major experiments at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, which is today the most powerful particle accelerator
worldwide. The High Level Trigger (HLT) is an online compute farm of about 200 nodes,
which reconstructs events measured by the ALICE detector in real-time. The HLT uses a
custom online data-transport framework to distribute the data and the workload among the
compute nodes.
ALICE employs several subdetectors that are sensitive to calibration, e.g. the TPC (Time
Projection Chamber). For a precise reconstruction, the HLT has to perform the calibration
online. Online-calibration can make certain offline calibration steps obsolete and can thus
speed up offline analysis. In ALICE Run 3 starting in 2020, online calibration becomes
a necessity. The main detector used for track reconstruction is the TPC. Reconstructing
the trajectories in the TPC is the most compute-intense step during event reconstruction.
Therefore, a fast tracking implementation is of great importance. Reconstructed TPC tracks
build the basis for the calibration making a fast online-tracking mandatory.
We present several components developed for the ALICE High Level Trigger to perform fast
event reconstruction and to provide features required for online calibration.
As first topic, we present our TPC tracker, which employs GPUs to speed up the processing,
and which bases on a Cellular Automaton and on the Kalman filter. Our TPC tracking
algorithm has been successfully used in 2011 and 2012 in the lead-lead and the proton-lead
runs. We have improved it to leverage features of newer GPUs and we have ported it to
support OpenCL, CUDA, and CPUs with a single common source code. This makes us
vendor independent.
As second topic, we present framework extensions, which are required for online calibration.
The extensions, however, are generic and can be used for other purposes as well. We have
extended the framework to allow asynchronous compute chains, which are required for
long-running tasks e.g. for online calibration. And we describe our method to feed in
custom data sources in the data flow. This can be external parameters like environmental
temperature required for calibration and this can also be used to feed back calibration results
in the processing chain.
Overall, the work presented in this contribution makes the ALICE HLT ready for online
reconstruction and calibration for the LHC Run 2 starting in 2015.
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Abstract ID : 117

The Bayesian analysis toolkit: version 1.0 and
beyond

Abstract

The Bayesian analysis toolkit (BAT) is a C++ package centered around Markov-chain
Monte Carlo sampling. It is used in analyses of various particle-physics experiments such as
ATLAS and Gerda. The software has matured over the last few years to a version 1.0. We
will summarize the lessons learned and report on the current developments of a complete
redesign targeting multicore and multiprocessor architectures and supporting many more
sampling algorithms both built-in and user-supplied.
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Abstract ID : 120

Using the CMS Threaded Framework In A
Production Environment

Abstract

During 2014, the CMS Offline and Computing Organization completed the necessary changes
to use the CMS threaded framework in the full production environment. Running reconstruc-
tion workflows using the multi-threaded framework is a crucial element of CMS’ 2015 and
beyond production plan. We will briefly discuss the design of the CMS Threaded Framework,
in particular how the design affects scaling performance. We will then cover the effort
involved in getting both the CMSSW application software and the workflow management
system ready for using multiple threads for production. Finally, we will present metrics on
the performance of the application and workflow system as well as the difficulties which were
uncovered. We will end with CMS’ plans for using the threaded framework to do production
for LHC Run 2.
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Abstract ID : 121

Developments and applications of DAQ framework
DABC v2

Abstract
The Data Acquisition Backbone Core (DABC ) is a C++ software framework that can
implement and run various data acquisition solutions on Linux platforms. In 2013 version 2
of DABC has been released with several improvements. These developments have taken into
account lots of practical experiences of DABC v1 with detector test beams and laboratory
set-ups since first release in 2009. The plug-in interfaces for user code implementation, and
configuration procedures have been simplified. Internally the framework has been enhanced
by means of smart references and object cleanup mechanisms. Moreover, for monitoring and
control a http web server, or a proprietary command channel access have been provided.
In May and August 2014, DABC v2 was applied for production data taking of the HADES
collaboration’s pion beam time at GSI. It replaced the functionality of the established
HADES event builder software hadaq, receiving frontend data via multiple Gigabit UDP
streams, combining them, and storing them to RFIO tape and local disks. DABC was
transparently integrated to the existing HADES DAQ environment, and the EPICS based
control system. Additionally, the HADES quality monitoring process was fed online with
data samples by a DABC “streamserver” socket instead of reading intermediate disk files,
improving reaction time and stability. A maximum of 16 eventbuider processes on 4 Linux
server machines were processing data of 32 subevent inputs. Each of the eventbuilder
processes could be configured to run either dabc or hadaq software. In the first beamtime
block just one single quality monitoring node was replaced by dabc; finally in August
eventbuilding was completely handled by DABC.
GSI standard DAQ systems often use PCIe boards PEXOR/KINPEX that receive data
via optical gosip protocol from various front-end hardware. For DABC v2 corresponding
plug-ins and drivers have been developed to handle reading out such systems on Linux
platform. Functionalities of the previous DAQ solution with the established multi-platform
framework MBS have been re-implemented with DABC v2 and were compared with the
same hardware against MBS.
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Abstract ID : 165

Running ATLAS workloads within massively parallel
distributed applications using Athena Multi-Process

framework (AthenaMP)

Abstract

AthenaMP is a multi-process version of the ATLAS reconstruction and data analysis
framework Athena. By leveraging Linux fork and copy-on-write, it allows the sharing of
memory pages between event processors running on the same compute node with little to
no change in the application code. Originally targeted to optimize the memory footprint of
reconstruction jobs, AthenaMP has demonstrated that it can reduce the memory usage of
certain confugurations of ATLAS production jobs by a factor of 2. AthenaMP has also evolved
to become the parallel event-processing core of the recently developed ATLAS infrastructure
for fine-grained event processing (Event Service) which allows to run AthenaMP inside
massively parallel distributed applications on hundreds of compute nodes simultaneously.
We present the architecture of AthenaMP, various strategies implemented by AthenaMP
for scheduling workload to worker processes (for example: Shared Event Queue and Shared
Distributor of Event Tokens) and the usage of AthenaMP in the diversity of ATLAS event
processing workloads on various computing resources: Grid, opportunistic resources and
HPC.
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Abstract ID : 202

Matrix Element Method for High Performance
Computing platforms

Abstract
The Matrix Element Method (MEM) is a well known powerful approach in particle physics to
extract maximal information of the events arising from the LHC pp collisions. Compared to
other methods requiring trainings, the MEM allows direct comparisons between a theory and
the observation. Since the phase space has a higher dimensionality to explore, MEM is much
more CPU time consuming at the analysis level than classic methods. As a consequence,
this method is hardly exploitable with sequential implementation, in particular, when one
has to deal with channels with large backgrounds. For the upcoming LHC data-taking, this
issue will become even more crucial.
The major challenge of this project is to provide a MEM implementation based on widely
used standards such as MPI and OpenCL, which, taking advantage of multi-acccelerators
and multi-node architectures, offers a drastic speed-up with low cost technologies.
In this talk, we will present how, in the context of the CMS experiment, we parallelized the
MEM with the OpenCL abstract model and the memory distributed model (MPI layer).
We will describe the necessary work on the different ingredients: the Parton Distribution
Functions library (LHAPDF), the computation of the matrix element (MadGraph) and
a small subset of ROOT tools. In addition, we will focus on the main tricky points to
have access to an implementation of quality, e.g. uncorrelated random number sequences,
minimizing synchronizations, minimizing the number of kernel calls. Finally, we will present
the performance obtained on various platforms : CPUs, GPGPU, MIC, multi-GPGPUs or
MICs, and cluster of GPU-nodes.
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Abstract ID : 209

Optimisation of the ATLAS Track Reconstruction
Software for Run-2

Abstract

Track reconstruction is one of the most complex elements of the reconstruction of events
recorded by ATLAS from collisions delivered by the LHC. It is the most time consuming
reconstruction component in high luminosity environments. After a hugely successful Run-1,
the flat budget projections for computing resources for Run-2 of the LHC together with the
demands of reconstructing higher pile-up collision data at rates more than double those in
Run-1 (an increase from 400 Hz to 1 kHz in trigger output) have put stringent requirements
on the track reconstruction software. The ATLAS experiment has performed a two year
long software campaign which aimed to reduce the reconstruction rate by a factor of three
to meet the resource limitations for Run-2: a major part of the changes to achieve this were
improvements to the track reconstruction software and will be presented in this contribution
. The CPU processing time of ATLAS track reconstruction was reduced by more than a
factor of three during this campaign without any loss of output information of the track
reconstruction. We present the methods used for analysing the tracking software and the
code changes and new methods implemented to optimise both algorithmic performance
and event data. Although most improvements were obtained without dedicated targetting
concurrency strategies, major parts of the ATLAS tracking software were updated to allow
for future improvements based on parallelism which will also be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 242

Geant4 VMC 3.0

Abstract
Virtual Monte Carlo (VMC) provides an abstract interface into Monte Carlo transport codes.
A user VMC based application, independent from the specific Monte Carlo codes, can be
then run with any of the supported simulation programs. Developed by the ALICE Offline
Project and further included in ROOT, the interface and implementations have reached
stability during the last decade and have become a foundation for other detector simulation
frameworks, the FAIR facility experiments framework being among the first and largest.
Geant4 VMC, which provides the implementation of the VMC interface for Geant4, is in
continuous maintenance and development, driven by the evolution of Geant4 on one side
and requirements from users on the other side. Besides the implementation of the VMC
interface, Geant4 VMC also provides a set of examples that demonstrate the use of VMC
to new users and also serve for testing purposes. Since major release 2.0, it includes the
G4Root navigator package, which implements an interface that allows one to run a Geant4
simulation using a ROOT geometry.
The release of Geant4 version 10.00 with the integration of multi-threading processing has
triggered the development of the next major version of Geant4 VMC (version 3.0), whose
release is planned for this year. A beta version, available for user testing since March, has
helped its consolidation and improvement. We will review the new capabilities introduced in
this major version, in particular the integration of multi-threading into the VMC design, its
impact on the Geant4 VMC and G4Root packages, and the introduction of a new package,
MTRoot, providing utility functions for ROOT parallel output in independent files with
necessary additions for thread-safety. Migration of user applications to multi-threading
that preserves the ease of use of VMC will be also discussed. We will also report on the
introduction of a new CMake based build system, the migration to ROOT major release 6
and the improvement of the testing suites.
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Abstract ID : 243

ROOT/RooFIT optimizations for Intel Xeon Phi’s -
first results

Abstract
In the past, grid worker nodes struck a reasonable balance between the number of cores,
the amount of available memory, available diskspace and the maximum network bandwidth.
This led to an operating model where worker nodes were “carved up” into single core job
slots, each of which would execute a HEP workload job. Typical worker nodes would have
up to 16 computing cores , with roughly 2 GB RAM and 32 GB scratch space per job slot.
In the last few years the number of threads and cores per processor has risen rapidly. With
the advent of multi-core, many-core and GPU computing the number of cores is expected to
rise even more. This leads to an imbalance on modern worker nodes, where the “job per
core” model is no longer a valid option. In view of these development the desire, or perhaps
even the necessity, to run programs in parallel has also increased. However, the process of
transforming the HEP software to run in parallel has been slow and painful.
One of the more recent development in the GPU and many-core computing field has been
the introduction of the Intel Many Integrated Core architecture, known now as the Intel
Xeon Phi. The Xeon Phi is a PCI-Express adapter with up to 16 GB of RAM on board
and with up to 61 cores, each capable of running 4 threads. The Xeon Phi has a theoretical
performance of more than 1 TFLOPS.
Initial attempts to port HEP code to the Xeon Phi has not produced the expected results
and often a performance decrease has been seen, instead of an increase. This has also been
reported by non-HEP researchers, and slowly the reasons for this are becoming known. Using
the proper optimization techniques it is possible to achieve 1 TFLOPS, but this requires
substantial effort in rewriting and optimizing the application. The main bottleneck here is
that the Xeon Phi should not be regarded “61 independent cores” but instead it should be
seen as a vector instruction machine. By properly vectorizing an application the performance
can improve significantly. This also applies when porting an application to GPUs.
In this talk we will focus on porting and optimizing ROOT, and in particular RooFIT to
the Intel Xeon Phi. A zero-order port does indeed show a decrease in performance, but by
analyzing and optimizing the ‘hot spots’ in the code the performance can be improved. It
is vital to validate the results of the ported application, however: the Xeon Phi version of
RooFIT must produce the same results as the single-core version.
Most interesting is the fact that code optimized for the Xeon Phi also performs better on
“regular” Xeon processors. As part of the results we will also discuss the performance increase
of the optimized code on an Xeon E5 processor. In that way the Xeon Phi porting effort
can be seen as a catalyst to transform the HEP code to run in parallel on modern CPUs.
The main goal of this research and of this talk is to provide a direction for optimizing the
HEP software for modern and future computing platforms. The main goal of parallelizing
RooFIT is not to make it scale to 60 cores or more, but to find a way to restore the imbalance
seen in modern worker nodes. If a relatively simple code optimization leads to HEP software
that can scale to roughly 10 cores then the “core imbalance” can be restored. Worker nodes
could then be carved up into “10 core job slots”. This is a different approach from true High
Performance Computing centers, who are usually interested in getting an application to
scale beyond 32 cores and more.
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SIMD studies in the LHCb reconstruction software

Abstract
During the data taking process in the LHC at CERN, millions of collisions are recorded every
second by the LHCb Detector. The LHCb “Online” computing farm, counting around 15000
cores, is dedicated to the recontruction of the events in real-time, in order to filter those with
interesting Physics. The ones kept are later analysed “Offline” in a more precise fashion on
the Grid. This imposes very stringent requirements on the Reconstruction Software, which
has to be as efficient as possible.
Modern CPUs support so-called “vector-extensions”, which extend their Instruction Sets,
allowing for concurrent execution across functional units. Several libraries expose the Single
Instruction Multiple Data programming paradigm to issue these instructions. The use of
vectorisation in our codebase can provide performance boosts, leading ultimately to Physics
reconstruction enhancements.
In this paper, we present vectorisation studies of significant reconstruction algorithms. A
variety of vectorisation libraries are analysed and compared in terms of design, maintainability
and performance. We also present the steps taken to systematically measure the performance
of the released software, to ensure the consistency of the run-time of the vectorized software.
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Fast event generation on graphics processing unit
(GPU) and its integration into the MadGraph system.

Abstract
Fast event generation system of physics processes is developed using graphics processing unit
(GPU). The system is based on the Monte Carlo integration and event generation programs,
BASES/SPRING, which were originally developed in FORTRAN. They were rewritten on
the CUDA platform provided by NVIDIA in order for the implementation of these programs
to GPUs. Since the Monte Carlo integration algorithm is composed of a lot of independent
function calls at multi-dimensional space, highly parallel architecture of GPU is very suitable
for the improvement of their performance. The performance of event generations based
on the integrated results can be also easily improved by the event parallelization on GPU.
Parallelized programs show very good performance in process time compared to the existing
event generation programs.
For the computation of cross sections of physics processes on GPU the helicity amplitude
calculation package in FORTRAN is implanted in the CUDA framework as “HEGET” library,
and new phase space generation library and random number generator are developed in order
for the better generation efficiency on GPU. The event generation system on GPU is tested
using general Standard Model processes and computed cross sections are consistent with
those obtained with the MadGraph system which is widely used in the field of elementary
particle physics. The total process time of the new system on GPU is compared with the
equivalent programs on CPU and its improvement factors for various physics processes range
from 10 to 100 depending on the complexity of their final states.
In order to achieve better interface for the generation of various physics processes and also
to realize wider application of the fast Monte Carlo integration program the system has
been integrated into the MadGraph5. Also the HEGET library for the helicity amplitude
computations is integrated into the ALOHA system of the MadGraph5.
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Fast and deep machine learning for HEP

Abstract
The extraction of rare physics signals in the HEP community has for some time benefited from
machine learning approaches. However these have not widely made use of recent progress
in algorithms from the ‘data science’ community, and can also hampered by considerable
computation times. Efficient use of such techniques has the potential for considerable impact
both in the HEP community and in industry.
We apply various machine learning approaches to real HEP analyses including the areas of
‘jet substructure’ and searches for new particles. We compare the use of the current methods
of supervised neural nets and boosted decision trees with ‘deep learning’: multi-layer, neural
nets. We implement our own many-core implementations and compare with existing libraries,
as well as widely used current packages such as TMVA and python scikit-learn. We also
provide performance measurements on a range of GPU and many-core devices.
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Online tracking with GPUs at PANDA

Abstract
The PANDA experiment is a next generation particle detector planned for operation at the
FAIR facility, currently under construction in Darmstadt, Germany. PANDA will detect
events generated by colliding an antiproton beam on a fixed proton target, allowing studies
in hadron spectroscopy, hypernuclei production, open charm and nucleon structure.
The nature of hadronic collisions means that signal and background events will look very
similar, making a conventional approach, based on a hardware trigger signal generated by a
subset of the detectors to start the data acquisition, unfeasible. Instead, data coming from
the detector are acquired continuously, and all online selection is performed in real-time. A
rejection factor of about 1000 is needed to reduce the data rate for offline storage, making
the data acquisition system computationally very challenging.
Adoption of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) in many computing applications is increasing,
due to their cost-effectiveness, performance, and accessible and versatile development using
high-level programming paradigms such as CUDA or OpenCL. Applications of GPU within
HEP include Monte Carlo production, analysis, low- and high-level trigger.
Online track reconstruction of charged particles plays an essential part in the event recon-
struction and selection process. Our activity within the PANDA collaboration is centered
on the development and implementation of particle tracking algorithms on GPUs, and on
studying the possibility of performing online tracking using a multi-GPU architecture. Three
algorithms are currently under development, using information from the PANDA tracking
system: a Hough Transform; a Riemann Track Finder; and a Triplet Finder algorithm, a
novel approach finely tuned for the PANDA STT detector. The algorithms are implemented
on the GPU in the CUDA C language, utilizing low-level optimizations and non-trivial data
packaging in order to exploit to the maximum the capabilities of GPUs.
This talk will present details of the implementation of these algorithms, together with
first performance results, and solutions for data transfer to and from GPUs based on
message queues for a deeper integration of the algorithms with the FairRoot and PandaRoot
frameworks, both for online and offline applications.
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fwk: a go-based concurrent control framework

Abstract

fwk: a go-based concurrent control framework

Current HEP control frameworks have been designed and written in the early 2000’s, when
multi-core architectures were not yet pervasive. As a consequence, an inherently sequential
event processing design emerged. Evolving current frameworks’ APIs and data models
encouraging global states, non-reentrancy and non-thread-safety to a more concurrent
friendly environment, in an adiabatic way, is a major undertaking, even more so when relying
on the building blocks provided by C++.
This paper reports on the development of fwk, a framework investigating and leveraging the
built-in tools of the Go language to enable concurrency at the event- and sub-event-levels.
The concurrency features, code distribution and tooling of Go will be first presented to set
the scene and explain why Go -and its ecosystem at large- is a natural fit for a concurrent
framework. The aim for such a framework is to be usable as a big HEP experiment’s
control framework. fwk is also meant to be a nimble application for analyses which require
quick development/deployment cycles but without paying the price of a VM on the runtime
performances side.
The paper will then discuss the design decisions applied to the various components of fwk,
introduce its current capabilities (I/O, histogramming, dataflow, ...) and highlight how the
design decisions of the Go language adequately paved the way for fwk. Then, fads, a fast
detector simulation toolkit, will be introduced. ‘fads’ is the port of a single-threaded fast
detector simulation toolkit (Delphes) to fwk. The paper will present benchmarks (CPU,
RSS, I/O, scalability) of real Delphes use cases against fads, as well as comparisons of fads
performances with regard to other next-generation concurrent frameworks, using synthetic
data. Performance tools and concurrency debugging tools provided with the Go toolchain
and used for this comparison will also be presented.
Finally, the paper will present prospects and prototypes to fill the gap in the nascent
Go-based HEP ecosystem and landscape - namely: histograms interactive displays and
interactive analysis tools.
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pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Abstract

pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Current interactive analysis toolkits usually leverage a Turing-complete general programming
language, such as C++ or python, married with some kind of interpreter (e.g.: CINT or
CLing) and a graphical user interface to present results (ROOT, matplotlib or Chaco.)
An obvious advantage of using a general programming language is that one can tap the
full power of that language to build any analysis. But conversely, users have to comply
with the sometimes verbose ways of that language to describe “graphics” entities or express
manipulations to be applied to these entities, letting much to be improved on the interactivity
and reactivity fronts.
pawgo is a prototype re-investigating the use of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) - whith
a nod to the old PAW and PAW++ applications.
This paper will first introduce the overall architecture of pawgo, a set of reusable Go libraries
packaged as a portable application, and the tools it leverages (d3.js, WebSockets and RPC
to name a few) to enable both remote and local work as well as batch execution mode. Most
importantly, the paper will describe the use of the grammar of graphics to overcome the
impedance mismatch between general programming languages and graphics manipulations,
thus easily allowing users to create new graphic objects, animations or styles. Indeed, the
grammar of graphics lets users and developers focus on the “what” to display, letting the
underlying library deal with the minute details and ceremony of the “how” best to display.
Finally, the paper will present prospects and work ahead for pawgo to graduate from a
prototype to a full-fledged analysis workstation.
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Acceleration of ensemble machine learning methods
using many-core devices

Abstract
Multivariate training and classification methods using machine learning techniques are
commonly applied in data analysis at HEP experiments. Despite their success in looking
for signatures of new physics beyond the standard model it is known that some of these
techniques are computationally bound when input sample size and model complexity are
increased. Investigating opportunities for potential performance improvements is therefore
of great importance if these techniques are to be used with the much larger data volumes
expected from Run 2 operations at the Large Hadron Collider.
It has been previously shown that a large degree of algorithm parallelisation was possible
for MLP-based artificial neural networks by the use of many-core devices such as GPUs.
Improved scaling was observed in network complexity and qualitative performance gains
were attainable through the simultaneous processing of multiple neural networks. Here we
investigate how many-core devices can be used to accelerate ensemble machine learning
methods that are gaining traction in HEP data analysis.
We present a case study into the acceleration of decision forests using many-core devices
in collaboration with Toshiba Medical Visualisation Systems Europe (TMVSE). TMVSE
have developed software to process three-dimensional medical imaging data (such as CT or
MRI scans), using automatic detection of anatomical landmarks defined on the skeleton,
vasculature and major organs. Landmark detection underpins a semantic understanding of
the medical data and thus has many diverse applications, for example, it facilitates rapid
navigation to a named organ. TMVSE have applied ensemble machine learning methods
such as classification by random decision forests to efficiently compute the bounding boxes
of organs in processed image data volumes. It is important that their applications using
this algorithm runs efficiently and quickly. After data preparation and optimisation the
execution time is on average 4.5 seconds per volume with a sub-second processing time being
desirable.
Using representative medical image data as input and pre-trained decision trees we will
demonstrate how the decision forest classification method maps onto the GPU data process-
ing model. It was found that a GPU-based version of the classification method resulted in
over 130 times speed-up over a single-threaded CPU implementation with further improve-
ments possible. We will outline the main optimisation steps undertaken to maximise GPU
performance and detail how this was implemented using device profiling to evaluate thread
occupancy and execution efficiency.
As this solution was developed to be context independent we will demonstrate how this
work can be applied to a suitably formed HEP dataset to determine potential gains in event
throughput and classifier discrimination. We will also explore how the advanced analysis
techniques applied to automatic landmark detection in medical data can be applied to HEP
dataset to achieve further increases in performance.
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ROOT 6 and beyond: TObject, C++14 and many
cores.

Abstract
Following the release of version 6, ROOT has entered a new area of development. It will
leverage the industrial strength compiler library shipping in ROOT 6 and its support of the
C++11/14 standard, to significantly simplify and harden ROOT’s interfaces and to clarify
and substantially improve ROOT’s support for multi-threaded environments.
This talk will also recap the most important new features and enhancements in ROOT in
general, focusing on those allowed by the improved interpreter and better compiler support,
including I/O for smart pointers, easier type safe access to the content of TTrees and
enhanced multi processor support.
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GPU Accelerated Event-by-event Reweighting for a
T2K Neutrino Oscillation Analysis

Abstract

The Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) experiment is a second generation long baseline neutrino
experiment, which uses a near detector to constrain systematic uncertainties for oscillation
measurements with its far detector. Event-by-event reweighting of Monte Carlo (MC)
events is applied to model systematic effects and construct PDFs describing predicted event
distributions. However when analysing simultaneously several data samples from both near
and far detectors, the computational overhead can become a limiting factor in an oscillation
analysis. Because reweighting each MC event is an independent process, it can be parallelized
using graphics processing units (GPUs). For a recent T2K analysis, several bottlenecking
calculations were offloaded onto NVIDIA GPUs using CUDA: the calculation of oscillation
probabilities with matter effects and the evaluation of non-linear parameter responses
with cubic splines. Individually, these methods achieved 40-180x speed-ups in standalone
benchmarks. When implemented into the analysis software suite, an improvement of ˜20x
was seen to the overall analysis. This talk will discuss the motivation and implementation of
GPU reweighting into the T2K oscillation analysis, and prospects for further improvements
using GPUs.
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A design study for the upgraded ALICE O2
computing facility

Abstract
An upgrade of the ALICE detector is currently prepared for the Run 3 period of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN starting in 2020. The physics topics under study by
ALICE during this period will require the inspection of all collisions at a rate of 50 kHz for
minimum bias Pb-Pb and 200 kHz for pp and p-Pb collisions in order to extract physics
signals embedded into a large background.
The upgraded ALICE detector will produce more than 1 TByte/s of data. Both collision
and data rate impose new challenges onto the detector readout and compute system. Some
detectors will not use a triggered readout, which will require a continuous processing of the
detector data.
Although various online systems are existing for event based reconstruction, the application
of a production system for time-based data processing and reconstruction is a novel case
in HEP. The project will benefit from the experience gained with the current ALICE High
Level Trigger online system, which already implements a modular concept combining data
transport, algorithms and heterogeneous hardware. Processing of individual events will
however have to be replaced by the continuous processing of the data stream segmented
according to a time-frame structure.
One challenge is the distribution of data within the compute nodes. Time-correlated data sets
are received by the First Level Processors (FLP) and must be coherently transported to and
aggregated on the Event Processing Nodes (EPN). Several approaches for the distribution
of data are being studied. Aggregated time-frame data is processed on the EPN with
the primary goal to reconstruct particle properties. On-the-fly and short-latency detector
calibration is necessary for the reconstruction. The impact of the calibration strategy to
the reconstruction performance is under study. Based on the partially reconstructed data,
events corresponding to particular collisions can be assembled from the time-based data.
The original raw data are then replaced by these preprocessed data. This transformation
together with the application of lossless data compression algorithms will provide a data
volume reduction of a factor of 20 before data is passed onto the storage system.
Building on messaging solutions, the design and development of a flexible framework for
transparent data flow, online reconstruction, and data compression has started. The system
uses parallel processing on the level of processes and threads within processes in order to
achieve an optimal utilization of CPU cores and memory. Furthermore, the framework
provides the necessary abstraction to run common code on heterogeneous platforms including
various hardware accelerator cards.
We present in this contribution the first results of a prototype with estimates for scalability
and feasibility for a full scale system.
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VecGeom: A new vectorised geometry library for
particle-detector simulation

Abstract
A geometry modeller library is among the most important components of the software
simulating the passage of particles in a detector, and many experiment simulations are
currently based on the geometry implementations offered by Geant4 or ROOT. Here, we
report on our effort to extend, re-engineer and evolve thes libraries in multiple directions
in order to make them ready for the future challenges of computing in HEP. This includes
primarily an extended API as well as SIMD-vectorised algorithms able to efficiently handle
geometry queries for multiple particles at the same time. Secondly, we aim for a native
support of the geometry module on the GPU or on mixed heterogeneous CPU/GPU platforms.
This effort is one of the essential ingredients of the Geant-Vector project that is focusing
on a fine-grained multithreaded and vectorised design, propagating many particles from
different events at the same time.
Our presentation will give an overview of the new vectorizsed, generic and templated
geometry library “VecGeom” that accomplishes those primary goals and which also improves
the overall geometry performance for current simulation frameworks. Beyond discussing new
performance numbers for elementary and higher level geometry algorithms, we will show
a first global evaluation of the new library on a realistic detector in form of the geometry
description from the CMS experiment
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Evaluation of ’OpenCL for FPGA’ for Data
Acquisition and Acceleration in High Energy Physics

applications

Abstract
The proposed upgrade for the Large Hadron Collider LHCb experiment at CERN envisages a
system of 500 Data sources each generating data at 100 Gbps, the acquisition and processing
of which is a challenge even for state of the art FPGAs. This challenge splits into two, the
Data Acquisition (DAQ) part and the Algorithm acceleration part, the later not necessarily
immediately following the former.
Looking first at the DAQ part, a Header Generator module was needed to packetize the
streaming data coming in from the front-end electronics of the detectors, for easy access
and processing by the servers. This necessitates FPGA architectures that not only handle
the data generated by the experiment in real-time but also dynamically adapt to potential
inadequacies of other components, such as the network and PCs, while ensuring system
stability and overall data integrity. Since the data source has no flow control, this module
needs to modify the stream data by dropping datasets in a controlled fashion in the event of
receiving a back pressure signal from the downstream modules. Also needed was a front-end
source emulator capable of generating the various data patterns, that can act as a test bed
to validate the functionality and performance of the Header Generator. Such a system was
earlier designed and realized in VHDL. The results from this were presented as a paper,
‘Dynamically Adaptive Header Generator and Front-End Source Emulator for a 100 Gbps
FPGA based DAQ’ presented at the IEEE Real-Time Conference earlier in 2014 (RT2014).
While this process has been traditionally carried out using hardware description languages
(HDLs), the possibility exists of using OpenCL to design a DAQ system. This has the
potential to simplify development for physicists using the tools, who are more familiar with
traditional software as opposed to HDLs, so they can understand the system and make
modifications in the future. This is challenging due to fact that the OpenCL language is
designed for Parallel Processing and not really targeted at real-time DAQ and there are
major challenges in representing the cycle-accurate data acquisition and processing system
in OpenCL. However, OpenCL for FPGAs may be applicable from a high level synthesis
perspective. Achieving this will enable the movement of the entire FPGA design flow for
High Energy Physics applications to OpenCL, rather than just the algorithm acceleration
portion that involves parallel processing.
For the algorithm acceleration part, the Hough transformation will be implemented in
OpenCL. This is a method to reconstruct lines from points in 2D/3D space and can be
used to identify particle tracks from hits in the VELO detector elements. Variations of this
algorithm are also used for feature identification on the data from other detectors too.
This work explores the feasibility of implementing Data Acquisition and Processing system
on OpenCL and evaluates the performance of this OpenCL implementation with the HDL
based implementation. Development is using the Altera OpenCL compiler for FPGA.
This work was is funded under ICE-DIP, a European Industrial Doctorate project in the
European Community’s 7th Framework programme Marie Curie Actions under grant PITN-
GA-2012-316596.
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The GeantV project: preparing the future of
simulation

Abstract

Detector simulation is consuming at least half of the HEP computing cycles, and even so,
experiments have to take hard decisions on what to simulate, as their needs greatly surpass
the availability of computing resources. New experiments still in the design phase such
as FCC, CLIC and ILC as well as upgraded versions of the existing LHC detectors will
push further the simulation requirements. Since computing resources will not increase at
best, it is therefore necessary to sustain the progress of High Energy Physics and to explore
innovative ways of speeding up simulation. The GeantV project aims at developing a high
performance detector simulation system integrating fast and full simulation that can be
ported on different computing architectures, including accelerators. After more than two
years of R&D the project has produced a prototype capable of transporting particles in
complex geometries exploiting micro-parallelism, SIMD and multithreading. Portability is
obtained via C++ template techniques that allow the development of machine-independent
computational kernels. A set of tables derived from Geant4 for cross sections and final states
provides a realistic shower development and, having been ported into a Geant4 physics list,
is also a basis for a performance comparison. The talk will describe the development of the
project and the main R&D results motivating the technical choices of the project. It will
review the current results and the major challenges facing the project. We will conclude
with an outline of the future roadmaps and major milestones for the project.
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4-Dimensional Event Building in the First-Level
Event Selection of the CBM Experiment.

Abstract
The future heavy-ion experiment CBM (FAIR/GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) will focus on the
measurement of very rare probes at interaction rates up to 10 MHz with data flow of up to
1 TB/s. The beam will provide free stream of beam particles without bunch structure. That
requires full online event reconstruction and selection not only in space, but also in time,
so-called 4D event building and selection. This is a task of the First-Level Event Selection
(FLES).
The FLES reconstruction and selection package consists of several modules: track finding,
track fitting, short-lived particles finding, event building and event selection. Since all
detector measurements contain also time information, the event building is done at all stages
of the reconstruction process. The input data are distributed within the FLES farm in
a form of so-called time-slices, which time length is proportional to a compute power of
a processing node. A time-slice is reconstructed in parallel between cores within a CPU,
thus minimizing communication between CPUs. After all tracks of the whole time-slice are
found and fitted in 4D, they are collected into clusters of tracks originated from common
primary vertices, which then are fitted, thus identifying 4D interaction points registered
within the time-slice. Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to
their estimated production time. After that short-lived particles are found and the full e
vent building process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a selection of events
according to the requested trigger signatures.
We describe in details all stages of the FLES package and present results of tests on many-
core computer farms with up to 3000 cores, focusing mainly on parallel implementations of
the track finding and the event building stages as the most complicated and time consuming
parts of the package. The track finding efficiency remains stable and the processing time
grows as a polynomial of second order with respect to the number of events in the time-slice.
The first results of J/psi selection are presented and discussed.
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